
Standard Pricing Fee Schedule - UK Customers

Stocks Transfers & Money Movement Fees
U.S. Listed & OTC
Securities

Commission-free trading refers to $0
commissions for Robinhood self-directed
individual brokerage accounts that trade U.S.
listed and OTC securities via the app or website.

Debit balances $0

Stock transfers ACATS (outgoing) $0

Bank Transfers - Deposits $0

American Depositary
Receipts (ADRs)

Some ADRs are subject to custody fees. Fee
information for a specific ADR may be obtained
from that ADR's custodial bank.

Bank Transfers - Withdrawals $0

When trading securities, bid-offer spreads apply in the markets and are
considered implicit third party costs.

Robinhood does not charge FX fees, but implicit third party costs of
0.03% are included in the applicable GBP/USD exchange rate.
Example: for a £100 deposit these costs amount to £0.03.

Regulatory Trading Fees Service Fees
Regulatory Fee1 $8.00 per $1,000,000 of principal (sells only),

rounded up to the nearest penny.
Electronic Statements & Trade Confirmations $0

Trading Activity Fee2 $0.000166 per share (sells only). This fee is
rounded up to the nearest penny and no greater
than $8.30.

Note: Regulatory Trading Fees are set by US law and regulation and are
subject to change.

Margin Robinhood Account
Standard Margin Rate3 12% Account Opening Fees $0

Miscellaneous Account Maintenance Fees $0

Inactive Account Fees $0Restricted Accounts $0

Worthless Securities Processing $0

Voluntary Corporate Action/Election $0

Robinhood reserves the right to vary its rates and fees.

All fees are denominated in U.S. dollars ($). The latest GBP/USD exchange rate (Bank of England) can be found here. The average
GBP/USD exchange in 2023 was 1.24, meaning that on average £1.00 was equivalent to $1.24 and $1 is equivalent to £0.81.

3 Margin interest rate shown is as of 26/7/2023 and is calculated by adding 6.5% to the upper bound of the Target Federal Funds Rate which is
set by the Federal Reserve, and is subject to change. The formula used to calculate the margin interest rate is subject to change at Robinhood’s
discretion.

2 The limit on this fee is based on execution of your order, which can occur in parts. This fee is rounded up to the nearest penny and no greater
than $8.30. Robinhood doesn’t pass this fee on to you for sales of 50 shares or less.

1 Robinhood doesn’t pass this fee on to you for sales with a notional value of $500 or less.

Robinhood U.K. Ltd (Robinhood UK) is registered in England and Wales (09908051) and is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN:
823590). Robinhood UK onboards UK customers and has the lead customer relationship with UK customers in relation to their use of the Robinhood UK app and
website. Robinhood UK introduces UK customers to Robinhood Securities, LLC for order routing, execution, clearing, settlement, arranging custody services and
margin lending to eligible UK customers with margin accounts. Robinhood Securities, LLC is regulated in the U.S. by the SEC and FINRA. Robinhood UK and
Robinhood Securities, LLC are subsidiaries of Robinhood Markets, Inc. In relation to margin lending, Robinhood U.K. Ltd. is acting as credit broker and not a lender.
Margin is provided by Robinhood Securities, LLC. Robinhood U.K. Ltd and Robinhood Securities, LLC are part of the same group. Robinhood U.K. Ltd. can only
introduce you for margin to Robinhood Securities, LLC. Margin is subject to Robinhood Securities LLC's eligibility criteria and terms and conditions apply.
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https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/boeapps/database/Rates.asp

